
Summary of Sessions 1 & 2
Questions from session 2

This session - paperwork



The most powerful teaching is not planned ahead.  
The skilful practitioner plans “in the moment”.



•You have 1000 interactions per 
day.

•In each interaction, there is a 
moment of planning & teaching a 
next step.



You cannot, and should not, record 
all these interactions



These are called the 
Focus Children 

Record interactions for a few 
children each week.  



Let the parents know that their child is a focus child.
Ask them to fill in a form and to send in some photos.



The focus children get a little more attention.



You will be interacting with all the children, 
but just recording significant interactions 
with the focus children.



On Monday a learning journey sheet is 
put up for each focus child



Entries on the learning journeys must 
include the complete cycle:-

Observation

Teaching  (use the OFSTED words here)

Outcome



Observation:
Rudy wants more yogurt

Teaching:
’T’ models sign ‘more’ and 
facilitates Rudy to do this

Outcome:
Rudy signs more and gets more 
yogurt

9 months



Observation:
Ethan is interested in the pegs

Teaching:
’T’ models how to open them
and pegs some on Ethan’s shirt

Outcome:
Ethan pegs some to his t-shirt.  
He then pulls them off and 
laughs

18 months



Observation:
Junior has left the snack area
while still eating.

Teaching:
’T’ brings him back and 
reminds him to sit and eat

Outcome:
Junior sits back at the snack table





Observation:
Junior is at the woodwork bench.

Teaching:
’T’ asks him what he is making

Outcome:
Junior answers “car”

Did the adult make a difference?
No!



Observation:
Junior is at the woodwork bench
and the wood is wobbling.

Teaching:
’T’ explains about the vice and
models how to tighten it

Outcome:
Junior manages to saw 
successfully

Did the adult make a difference?
Yes!



Observation:
Asude is playing with the water.

Teaching:
’T’ asks her which is the biggest 
bottle?

Outcome:
Asude points to the biggest bottle

Did the adult make a difference?
No!



Observation:
Asude is struggling to pour the 
water into the tiny bottle

Teaching:
’T’ suggests she use the funnel 
and demonstrates how it works

Outcome:
Asude uses the funnel and fills the
tiny bottle.  

Did the adult make a difference?
Yes!





Some events are just moments – others 
might take an hour or more



The planning is done ‘in the moment’ and 
recorded afterwards.

Shareen has drawn a picture.  “T” encourages 
Shareen to talk about her picture.  Shareen 
talks.  Shareen watches as “T” models writing.  
Shareen does some writing. Later “T” explains 
how to act out a story.  Shareen acts out her 
story.  



The learning journeys fill up

Teaching highlighted in yellow.  Child’s voice highlighted in green.

This can be shared with parents once it is complete



One copy for the key person, one copy for 
the parent and one copy for the child.



Wow moments 
that are 
recorded are 
really special. 



Assessment and tracking



Planning in the Moment

•Vision = Level 5 involvement 
(because it indicates brain growth)

•We see Level 5 in free-flow play
•So - let them play!
•You can’t ‘plan’ child-initiated play
•Plan ‘in the moment’ and record 

afterwards.



Thank you!

Facebook:- Keeping Early Years Unique
Planning in the Moment - Child-initiated Learning
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